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FOREWORD

This marrual explains in simple larryuoge the step-by-step
pr o c e dur e f or p e rf orming the b a s i c mathemati c al fr o ce s s e s
of addition, subtraction, multiplicati.on and. diuision. Varians
other ptroblems arre also showni.n order to explain adeEtately
all controls and featurres of the model STW Calatlatqr.

This explanation i.s ai.ded by a line drawing of the machine
showing clearrly all operating beys and controls.Itshould be
noted that for greater clari,ty in the following exam?les, all
operating keys ntentioned are shaded in the drawings illus-
trati.ng the calculations.

If the operator is not already fami.liar withthe simplicity of
operation of the Friden Calculator, he will Etickly reali.ze
the adu ant ag e s r e sulti.ng fr om the e limi.nation of unne c e s s av' y
operator decisi.ons. All Friden Calculators a,re famans for
their "tquch-one-key" simpli.city of operation.

For speciali.zed applicati.ons oT for annlysis of their figurre
worrk pr oblem s, Fri.den us e?'s are i,nui.te d to c all their ne are st
Friden office. Addi.tional free i.nstruction i.s auailable upon
request.
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FRIDEN FULLY AUTOMATIG CALGULATOR MODEL STW

1. Lower Dials
2. Upper Dials
3. Dial Twirlers
4. Upper Left Dials Lock
5. Spllt DiaI Clearance Indicator

6. Carriage Position Indicator
7. Upper Right Dials Lock
8. Lower Dials Lock
9. Tab Stops



ADDITI ON^/SUBTRAGTI ON

In addition and subtraction all amounts must be entered around the same decimal point on the keyboard, and the
carriage must remain in the same position throughout the calculation. The decimal in the answer (in the upper
dials) will be located directly above the decimal marker on the keyboard.

PROBLEM:

Plus 32.79

Plus 1,4.32

Minus 8.04

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down

Set Decimal Markers

Keyboard 2
Upper Dials 2

METHOD:

1. Depress KB CLEAR and CARR
CLEAR together.

2. Set 32.79 on keyboard.
3. Depress Plus bar.
4. Set 14.32 on keyboard.
5. Depress Plus bar.
6. Set 8.04 on keyboard.
7. Depress Minus bar.
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Answer: 39.07 appears in upper dials at decimal point.



NOTES ON MULTIPLICATION

GENERAL

The location of the decimal points for any
given sequence of machine operations canbe
easily determined and programmedbyusing
the applicable ru1es. Decimal point control
is the essence of successfulmachineopera-
tion, and the following comments willcover
all aspects of this area.

DECIMAL POINT CONTROL

In multiplication, the product appears inthe
upper dials. The location of the decimal point
in the upper dials is determined by adding
the number of decimal placesutilizedonthe
keyboard to the number used in the multi-
plier unit. Place a decimal marker in the
upper dials to the left of the dial number
corresponding tothis total. Reducedto a
formula this definition becomes:

Keyboard + Multiplier =Upper Dials

Using a "fixed decimal" program, chosento
fit the work at hand, causes all products to
appear in the same position. Any decimal
program may be chosen which will handle
the maximum number of decimals conven-
iently. If factors are entered correctly
around these positions, the products will
appear around the predetermined decimal
point in the upper dia1s. Forexample,using
two decimal places in the multiplier, five
on the keyboard, and seven in the upper
dials will handle a large percentage of all
problems. Since all answers are readatthe
seventh decimal position in the upperdials,
the possibility of error is greatly reduced.
Adopting this practice will pay many divi-
dends in accuracy and efficiency.

PROCEDURE

After the machine has beenprogrammed for
decimals, multiplication becomes a simple
three step operation:

1. Set one factor on the keyboard.
2. Enter the other factor inthemultiplier.
3. Depress the Multiply (MULT) key. The

product appears in the upper dials.

It is not necessary to clear themachinebe-
fore each multiplication. One key provides
automatic dial clearance, carriage shift
and entry clearance at completion of the
problem.

SPEED HINTS

For a series of individual multiplication
problems, the cycle method will effect a
material savlngs of time. This consists of
setting up the nextproblembefore recording
the answer just produced. The first answer
may be read before the MULT key is de-
pressed, and written while the machine is
producing the next answer.

ACCURACY

AIl problems can be checkedbefore they are
worked. If the number set on the keylooard is
incorrect, it can be readily corrected. Any
depressed keys may be changedinstantlyby
the depression of another key in the same
column.

The number entered in the multiplier ap-
pears in the visible check window.

If this number is entered incorrectly, a
touchof the Multiplier Clear (MULT CLEAR)
key instantly clears the dials.



MULTIPLIGATION

PROBLEM:

Mu1tiply 2.35 x 54.32

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down

Set Decimal Markers

Keyboard 2
Multiplier 2
Upper Dials 4
Lower Dia1s 2

ANSWER: L27.6520 appears
Multiplier proof,

METHOD:

1. Set 54.32 on keyboard.

2. Enter 2.35 in multiplier.

3. Depress MULT.

in upper dials
2.35, appears

at decimal point.
in lower dia1s.
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NOTES ON DrvrsroN

DECIMAL POINT CONTROL

For positive and automatic decimal point
control:

1. Set a Tab Stop corresponding to the
number of decimal places desired inthe
answer. Set a decimal marker in the
lower dial directly above this tab.

2. Select a decimal marker on the key-
board to allow for maximum number of
decimals in each term of the division
problem.

PROCEDURE

Completely automatic division, with auto-
matic dial clearance, carriage positioning,
divisor alignment, decimal point identifica-
tion, and entry clearance at completion of
the problem requires only the following
operations:

1. Set the dividend on the keyboard.
2. Depress the ENTER DIVD key.
3. Set the divisor aroundthesamedecimal

marker on the keyboard and divide.

The quotient will appear in the lower dials
around the pre-determined decimal point;
the remainder appears in the upper dials.

If a dividend is a product already inthe up-
per dials or is entered by twirlers, deter-

Dial
Twirlers

mine the location of the decimal point in the
lower dials by use of the followingformula:

Upper Dials - Keyboard = Lower Dials

That is, the number of decimalplaces inthe
upper dials, minus the number of decimal
places on the keyboard equals the number of
decimal places in the lower dia1s.

ACCUMULATIVE DIVISION

To accumulate quotients, lock the lower
dials.

See page 6, for
an example.

NEGATIVE DIVISION

Use of just the leftDividekeyyields a nega-
tive quotient.

This provides for simul-
taneous subtraction of
the answer from a figure
in the lower dials, or

from zero when the complement of the true
answer is required. See page 6.

DIVISION STOP

If, after the Divide keys
are depressed, the car-
riage shifts to the ex-
treme right and the ma-

chine continues to cyc1e, either there is no
divisor set on the keyboard or the problem
exceeds the capacity of the machine pro-
gram. Move the DIVISION STOP lever up,
then repeat the problem with a lower tab
setting. Moving this lever down during a
division operation causes the machine to
stop after the count is completed inthatpo-
sition. Division may be resumed by re-
depressing the Divide keys.

e$



DtvlstoN

PROBLEM:

L44.38 + 12

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down
Set Tab #3

Set Deeimal Markers

Keyboard 2
Upper Dials 5
Lower Dials 3

ANSWER: L2.031appears in the

NOTE: Amount in upper dials

Depress the Tab Stopforrhenumberof decimal
places required, and set a marker inthelower
dials directly above the depressed Tab Stop.

METHOD:

1. Set 144.38 on the keyboard.

2. Depress ENTER DM.

3. Set 12.00 on the keyboard.

4. Depress both Divide keys.

lower dials at the decimal point.

is the remainder.
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ADDITION^/SUBTRACTION OF CIUOTIENTS

PROBLEM:

34.26 1.7.76w-ffi45,
3

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down
C1ear and lock lower dials*
Set Tab #4

Set Decimal Markers

Keyboard 3
Upper Dials 7
Lower Dia1s 4

*Hand clearance of dials that arelocked maybe
dccomplished by moving the right dial locks to
the right by hand. An exclusiveFridenfeaturel

the decimal point.

Depress the Tab Stopforthenumberof decimal
places required, and set a marker inthelower
dials directly above the depressed Tab Stop.

METHOD:

1. Set 45.000 on keyboard.
Depress ENTER DIVD.

2. Set 3.000 on keyboard.
Depress both Divide keYS.

3. Set 34.260 on keyboard.
Depress ENTER DM.

4. Set 12.100 on keyboard.
Depress both Divide keYs.

5. Set 17.760 on keyboard.
Depress ENTER DIVD.

6. Set 3.125 on keyboard.
Depress lef! Divide keY.
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ANSWER: L2.L482 appears in the lower dials at



MULTIPLIGATION r ACGUMULATIvE t NEGATIVE

PROBLEM:

(4x3)+(6x5)-(7x

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down

Set Decimal Markers

Keyboard 5
Multiplier 2
Upper Dials 7
Lower Dials 2

METHOD:

L. Set 4.00000 on keyboard.
2. Enter 3.00 in multiplier.
3. Depress MULT.
4. Set 6.00000 on keyboard.
5. Enter 5.00 in multiplier.
6. Depress ACCUM-MULT.
7. Set 7.00000 on keyboard.
B. Enter 2.00 in multiplier.
9. Depress NEG-MULT.

When ACCUM-MULT or NEG-MULT keys are
used, the dials do not clear automatically.Ad-
dition to, or subtraction from aprevious figure
in the dials is thus permitted.
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ANSWER: 28.0000000 appears in upper dials at decimal point.



PROBLEM:

Last
Dept. Year

9o INGREASE OR DEGREASE

METHOD:

B

$85,41"8.00

$47,532.00

Add Lever Down
Set Tab #5

Set Decimal Markers

1.

2.

3.

Set 97,463.00 on keyboard.
Depress ENTER DIVD.

Set 85,418.00 on keyboard.
Depress both Divide keys.

For Dept. ooB", repeat steps
1 and 2. Howpver, sincethere
is a decrease, use leftDivide
key in step #2.

NOTE: The "1" in the first answer is LO@l;

the decimals, the percent increase. The 9's in
the second answer indicate a decrease; the

Keyboard
Upper Dials
Lower Dials

2
7
5,3

Always set current year on keyboard first.

decimals, the percent decrease.

ANSWERSz L.L4.L}L (L4.1Vo) and 999 999.12.927 (L2.93qd appear respectively in
the lower dials at decimal #3.
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$97,463.00

$41,388.00



GRAND TOTAL ACGUMULATION

PROBLEM:

25 items @ $1.15
5 2/3 Doz. @ $12.50

Less 35fl6

Net

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down
Non Entry Key Downx
Lock Lower Dials

Set Decimal Markers

Keyboard 5
Multiplier 2
Upper Dials 7
Lower Dials 2

To transfer an amount intheupperdialsto the lower dials,
set a "1" on the keyboard and depress both divide keys.

METHOD:

1. Set 25.00000 on keyboard. Enter 1.15
in multiplier. Depress MULT.

2, Transfer to lower dials. Set 1.00000 on
keyboard. Depress both Divide keys.

3. Set 5 2/3 on keyboard as 5.66667x.
Enter 12.50 in multiplier. Depress
MULT.

4. Repeat step #2.
5. Set 99.58000 on keyboard. Enter .35 in

multiplier. Depress MULT.
6. Set 1.00000 on keyboard. Depress left

Divide key.

*See page 21 for chart of decimal equivalents.* The Non Entry key prevents the countfrom
registering in the lower dials (except in divi-
sion).
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$28.75
70.83

99.58
34.85

ANSWER: 64.73 appears in lower dials at decimal point.



CONSTANT MULTIPLIER

@ $1.25
@),
@"

65
32

235

PROBLEM:

3/4 ft.
L/8 ft.
7/B tt.

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down

Set Decimal Markers

Keyboard
Multiplier
Upper Dials
Lower Dials

$ az.rg
40.L6

' 294.84

5
2
7
2

METHOD:

1. Enter 1.25 in multiplier.
2. Move REP key down.
3. Set 65.75000 on keyboard.
4, Depress MULT.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 fornext

two problems. Set 32 L/8
as 32.L2500 and 235 7/8 as
235.87500.

6. Move REP key up. Depress
MULT CLEAR key*.

* On the latest models, move REP key up
during the last multiplicarion and the Multiplier
will clear.

ANSWERS: 82.L875 ($82.19), 40.15625 ($40.L6), and 294.84375 ($294.84) appear
respectively in the upper dials at the decimal point.
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MULTIPLIGATION ( rollowed by Division by a Gonstant )

PROBLEM:

37 pcs. @ $24.00 gross - $ 6.17
'J,025 ', @ 6.90 )t = 49.LL
118" @ 15.27 D = L2.5L

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down
Counter Control Lever Downx

Set Decimal Markers

Keyboard 0,3
Multiplier 2
Upper Dials 5
Lower Dials 5

* When down, the Counter Control lever re-
verses the rotation of the lower dials (except
in Negative Division).

ANSWERS: 6.16666 ($6.17) , 49.11458 ($49.11), and
in the lower dials at the decimal point.

To lock, Pull uP on keY.
To unlock, dePress keY.

METHOD:

Set 144 (1 gross =L44) on extreme
right of keyboard. Lock with in-
dividual column key locks.

1. Set 37 on keyboard nextto 144.
2. Enter 24.00 in multiplier.
3. Depress MULT.
4. Depress both Divide keys.
5. Repeat steps 1 thru 4forother

problems.

t2.5L29L ($12.51)
The remainder is

appear respectively
in the upper dia1s.
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DIVISION / /MUUTI PLIGATION COMBI NED

PROBLEM:

34 3/4 inches

OR

34.75 x 1.85
= L.79

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down
Non Entry Key Down

Set Decimal Markers

Keyboard 5
Multiplier 3
Upper Dials 8
Lower Dials 3

@ $1.85 yard

36

METHOD:

1. Set 34.75000 on keyboard.

2. Enter 1.850 in multiplier.

3. Depress MULT.

4. Set 36.00000 on keyboard.

5. Depress both Divide keys.

NOTE: The NON ENT key must
be in the "down" position.

ANSWER: 1.785 appears in lower dials at decimal point. The remainder appears in
the upper dials.
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DUAL MULTIPLICATION
Locking either side of the upper dials permits
individual products on one side and accumula-
tive products on the other.

The Left Dial Lock will
prevent upper dial clear-
ance to the left of the dial
split indicaror.

PROBLEM:

42 pcs. @ $1.55
35 " @ 2.05

243 n @ .35
326 "

Keyboard
Multiplier
Upper Dia1s
Lower Dials

D

$ 65.10
7L.75
85.05-E7.go

PROGRAM:

Depress CARR CLEAR key to
clear diaIs. Then lock upper left
and lower dials.
Add Lever Down

Set Decimal Markers

METHOD:

1. Set 1.55 0000 1.55 on keyboard.

2. Enter 42.00 in multiplier.

3. Depress MULT.

4. Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 for
remaining items.2,9

2
4,LL
2

To clear the left upper dial, unlock Left
Dial Lock and depress CARR CLEAR key.
Or, hand clear by sliding the upperright
dials lock to the right.

ANSWER: Total, 221.90, appears in upper left dia1s. Individual products appear
in upper right dia1s. Total pieces, 320, appear in lower dia1s.
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GONSTANT DIVISOR ( usins !ndividual Key Locks )

PROBLEM:

PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL

Dept.

1
2
3
4
5

Keyboard
Upper Dials
Lower Dials

Sales

$ 3e64
21635
13736

5633
19857

ls of. Total

6.11
oo.o I

2L,L9
8.69

30.64x

L00.0080Total $64825

xAdjusted f.or .0L16

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down
Set 64825 on extreme right
of keyboard and lock with
Individual Column key locks.

Set Decimal Markers

MBTHOD:

1. Depress CARR CLEAR.
Set 3964 on keyboard. PIus,
Minus, both Divide.

2. Answer appears in lowerdials
at decimal #3.

3. Repeat step #1 for all other
departments.

5,0
5
3

The Column Clear keys,
also serve as individual

when raised,
column locks.

answers appear in lower dials at the decimal point.
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PRORATION
The lower dials containthe accumulated multi-
pliers--positive proof that each multiplicarion
was made correctly.

A
B
C
D
E

PROBLEM:

Dept.

Keyboard
Upper Dials
Multiplier

Sa1es

$2565.45
3228.67
7 346.52
8265.41
3156.7 B

Tota1 $24562.83 100.00v0

PROGRAM:

Add Lever Down
Set Tab #9 If the No. 9 Tab Stop wilt not go

down, use the zero (0) Tab Stop.

Set Decimal Markers

/6 to TotaT

L0.44
13.L4
29.9L
33.65
L2.86

2
1l- (Cover Dial 9)
2

METHOD:
1. Set 100.00fl6 on keyboard.
2. Depress ENTER DIVD.
3. Set 24,562.83 on keyboard.
4. Depress both divide keys.
5. Copy from lower dials toright

side of keyboard 1407L192).
Move KB LOCK down.

6. Lock upper right dials*. C1ear
and lock lower dials.

7. Enter "A" Sales (2565.45) in
multiplier. Depress MULT.

B. Repeat step #7 for other De-
partment sales figures.* By locking the Reciprocal Remainder in the

upper dials, the last figure in each percentage
is automatically rounded off. The Right hand
upper dials read "zero" after the final multi-
plication, and, therefore, the percentages add
to exactly 100fi.
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ANSWER: All answers appear at decimal #11 in the upper dials.



SQUARE ROOT BY "FIVES METHOD''

EXAMPLE
,@ -- 2s.278 4t

Multiplying the radicand firsr
traction of the root by subtr
odd multiples of 5. The numbe
tions is the desired square ro

Set the
plained
by 5.000

radicand on the 1

under 'Procedure"
000 000.

5 x 639 =3195.00
Starting in the ninth col-
umn of the Keyboard:
1. Set 5 on the keyboard

and subtract.
2. Raise the keyboard

setting to the next odd
multiple of 5 (3x5=15)
and subtract.

3. Subtract odd muitiples
of 5 until an overdraft
occurs.

4. Depress the Plus bar
to restore a positive
remainder.

5. Move only the 5 one
column to the right on
the keyboard. Shift the
carriage one position
to the left.

*Repeat steps 1 through
5 to completion of the
problem. The root ap-
pears in the lower dials
and on the keyboard.

PROCEDURE

When the radicand contains an even number of
digits to the left of the decimal point, set the
left-hand digit in column 10. Thus 6250is set as
6250.000000. When the radicand contains an odd
number of digits to the left of the decimal point,
set the left-hand digit in keyboard column 9.
Thus 625 is set as 0625.000000.

Set radicand on the left of keyboardaccordingto
instructions above. Multiply by 5. Clear lower
dials. Move Counter Control key down. Set 5 in
column 9. Subtract 5, 15, 25, 35,45, etc., until
the bell rings and anoverdraftoccurs. (Anover-
draft must be obtained.) Restore the overdraft
but do not change the keyboard.

Release the 5 in column 9 and set in column 8.
Shift the carriage one columntotheleft and sub-
tract 5, 15, 25, etc., until an overdraft occurs.
Restore the overdraft. Release the 5.

Set 5 in column 7. Shift the carriage and make
the subtractions. When the root has been com-
pleted in carriage position 2, release the5from
column 1. Shift the carriage andsubtract0,I,2,
3, 4, etc., until the overdraft occurs and then
restore it.

DECIMALS

The square root of a whole number, or a whole
number and a decimal, always contains as many
whole numbers as there are groups of two fig-
ures each, to the left of the decimal in the num-
ber. If the number is a decimal, or a decimal
with but one preceding cipher, the square root
is a decimal. Thus, the square root of .225 is
.47434. The square root of .0225 is .15. For
each group of two preceding ciphers in a decimal
number, the square root contains one preceding
cipher. Thus, the square root of .0OO225 is,015,
and of .OO225 is .047434.

i 449 3t
irst by 5 permits ex-
Lbtracting successive
nber of such subtrac-
) root.

keyboard as ex-
' below. Multiply

ADD, DIV STOP and
CTR CON down

DECIMAL MARKERS

Keyboard
Mulriplier
Upper Dials

6
o

15

KEYBOARD
oo oo.oo oo oo

MULTIPLIER
o.ooo ooo ooo

CONTROL
REDUCTION ROOT

31 95.00

- 5 00.00
26lE0b

-15 00.00-71 e-sIO
-25 00.00
qB6-95:00
+25 00.00
-n-,q5-o-O

- 2 05.00*
-916t00-
- 2 15.00

-7- 
71{m

- 2 25.00
5 50.00

- 2 35.00

-15:0"0- 2 45.OO

--70I-o
- 25.05--,

I

2

3

2

2t

22

23

24

25

251

6 s9.00 00 00
Hand clei

5.

15.

25.

25.

20.5

2r.5

22.5

23.5

24.5

25.05

5.000 000 000
r Lower Dials

N4ULT
KB CLEAR
Minus
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SPEGIAL APPLICATIONS
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SPECIAL APPLIGATIONS
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Automatic transfer from dials to keyboard
for chain multiplication (a x b x c). Auto-
matic accumulation of individual extensions
by a single key depression. Automatic
round-off of a half cent or more. A fully
automatic machine!

Truly an adding,/multiplying machine! Auto-
matic step-over of multiplicand, plus repeat
subtraction and back space feature, make
this an outstanding investment.

This is the only calculator in theworldwith
automatic squaring plus automatie extrac-
tion of square root. In addition, it retains
many of the other features of Friden fully
automatic calculators.

The Model AC Friden Natural Way Adding
machine is an ideal unit foreverydayfigure
work. It features: a wide platen, visible
Check Dials, automatic credit balance, and
all operating keys are live.

I The Product Applications Department at the Friden Educational Center is continuously
providing customers with new approaches to mathematical problems through the use of
Friden fully automatic calculating machines. Thesepublications include: charts, booklets,
manuals, and special applications.

I Charts have been compiled that provideshort-cutsinfigure handling for specific cases as
well as general forms that occur in such industries as banking, insurance, and lumbering.

I Booklets have been published that provide machine methods for handling the major portion
of mathematical computations that arise in various industries and fields of endeavor. Ex-
tensive material has been compiled in engineering and statistics.

I A complete listing of calculator applications and all other Friden literature may be ob-
tained from Friden branch offices, Iocated in all major cities, or by writing the Friden
Educational Center, 31 Prince Street, Rochester 7, New York.

MODEL SBT

MODEL ACY

MODEL SRQ

MODEL AC

l_9
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OPERATING AND MAINTENANGE
SUGGESTIONS

For maximum return on your investment . . .

The Friden Calculator is an exceptionally durable, precision instrument,
designed for the heaviest work loads of computing. The foilowing suggestions will
help to prolong its useful life and increase its efficiency.

Place the machine directly before you with adequate work space before it.
In this position, it may be operated and its answers read without the strain of twist-
ing your body.

Be sure the machine has ample clearance for carriage travel in each
direction.

Do not attempt to stop themachineduringmultiplication. It will automatically
stop at the completion of any problem. The separate controls are ,,interlocked', to
avoid accidental depression while the machine is in operation.

If the dial twirlers are used manually, be certain they are not left in a posi-
tion part way between numbers. The attached gears may not become properly
engaged in a subsequent operation.

Covering the machine during other-than-working hours will protect against.
excessive accumulation of dust and gritwhichmaycause extra wear. Unpluggiig the
electrical cord at nightwill avoid accidental misoperationby unauthorizeO peEoinet.

For maximum utility, we suggestthatthecalculatorbe protected by providingfor regular maintenance service 6y our factory-trained service technicians. Soimportant and complex a mechanism is deserving of the finest care and speciallubricants, regularly applied, which are availablJonty from the manufacturer,s
representatives.

For prompt mechanical service or operator assistance, callyour local Friden
office.

20



DEGIMAL ECIUIVALENTS OF COMMON FRAGTIONS

NOTE: When a continuing decimal (thirds, sixths, twelfths, etc.) is used as a
factor in multiplication, it should be expressed to one more place than the
number of significant digits in the other factor.

COMMON FRACTIONS DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS

Srds 4ths 6ths 8ths L2ths 16ths 32nds 64ths

1 .0156 25
1 .031250 2

1 2 .062500 4
3 .046875

1 .083333 5 .u't 6t:zb

3 093750 6
1 2 4 125000 .109375

5 L56250 . L4U6Z1

1 2 L66667
.1718753 6

7 .218750 L4

1?

L3 .203125

1 2 3 4 8 .250000 l5 .234d'( 5
17 .265625

9 .28L250 1L

5 10 31m0 t19l=.- .296875

L 2 4 .333333
tzL .326L:zU.

11
3 6 L2 375000 2.4

.359375

13 .406250 .390625

5 4L6667
.42L875

I t4
.453L25

15 468750
2 3 4 6 8 16 500000 3

l .484375

\7 531 r50 ?4 o .5L5625

9 1B 562500 36 .546875

7 5
I .578L25

19 5
5 10 20 625000 40

.609375

.6406252l 656250
2 4 8 666667

.67L87511 22
23 7L8750 46

45 .703L25

3 6 9 L2 24 750000 48 .734375
.765625

25 781250
L3 26 52

.796875

5 10 .833333 )o .626LZ5

27 .843750 54 i5 .859375
7 t4 28 .875000 56

29 .906250 58
i7 .890625

11 .916667
l-5 30 .937500 60 t9 .92L875

t1 .9531253I . vbu'/ 5u 62
).) .984375
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